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past exhibitioN : the Color of light - utopiaN abstraCtioN

The Color of Light : Utopian Abstraction
Pascal Fancony (FR), Anton Ginzburg (USA), Go Segawa (Japon), Yves Ullens (BE), Julie Wolfe 
(USA).
Exhibition curators : Dianne Beal and Barbara Bodart
Rothko Art Centre, Daugavpils, Latvia 
2 July – 22 August 2021
https://www.rothkocenter.com/en/ekspozicija/gaismas-krasa-utopiskas-abstrakcijas
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I took great pleasure and emotion in returning to the Mark Rothko Centre in Daugavpils, 
Latvia, for my participation in the exhibition The Color of Light: Utopian Abstraction, co-or-
ganized by Dianne Beal and Barbara Bodart. A magnificent exhibition that brings together 
the works of 5 international artists around the theme of abstraction and color, all mediums 
combined, responding to Mark Rothko works from the museum’s collection. I warmly thank 
Māris Čačka, the director of the Mark Rothko Art Centre, who welcomed me for the second 
time in this place which is particularly close to my heart because it is there that I exhibited 
my series, Colored Meditation, in tribute to Mark Rothko in 2017. I would also like to thank 
Tatjana Černova, curator at the Mark Rothko Centre, for her professionalism and the beau-
tiful scenography of the exhibition.
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For this second trip to Latvia, I was accompanied by the cura-
tors of the exhibition, Dianne Beal and Barbara Bodart, as well 
as the artist Anton Ginzburg. We were wonderfully welcomed 
by the museum team and accommodated on site within the 
ramparts of the 19th century arsenal.
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Video presentation of the exhibition with interviews with the curators : Dianne Beal 
and Barbara Bodart, and artists present : Anton Ginzburg and Yves Ullens (9 minutes) :
https://www.traqueurdelumieres.com/latest-news.html#coloroflight_interview_curators

Video interview with Yves Ullens (43 minutes) :
https://www.traqueurdelumieres.com/latest-news.html#coloroflight_interview_yu

Exhibition catalog : 
https://www.traqueurdelumieres.com/assets/la_couleur_de_la_lumière-lo.pdf

From left to right : The artist Anton Ginzburg, the curators Dianne Beal, Barbara Bodart and Tatjana Černova as well as Yves Ullens
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CurreNt exhibitioN : the Color of light - utopiaN abstraCtioN

The Color of Light : Utopian Abstraction
Pascal Fancony (FR), Anton Ginzburg (USA), Go Segawa (Japon), Yves Ullens (BE), Julie Wolfe 
(USA).
Exhibition curators : Dianne Beal and Barbara Bodart
Ancien évêché, Uzès, France
7 – 30 September 2021 (Opening Thursday 9 September)
https://www.uzes.fr/agenda/exposition-la-couleur-de-la-lumiere-abstraction-utopiques

After Latvia, the second stop of this traveling exhibition is the city of art and history of Uzès, 
in the south of France. The exhibition is presented in the vast bishop’s historic building, part 
of which is currently occupied by a museum.
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upComiNg exhibitioNs : the Color of light - utopiaN abstraCtioN

The Color of Light : Utopian Abstraction
Pascal Fancony (FR), Anton Ginzburg (USA), Go Segawa (Japon), Yves Ullens (BE), Julie Wolfe 
(USA).
Exhibition curators : Dianne Beal and Barbara Bodart
Le réservoir, Sète, France
15 October – 15 December 2021
https://artetpatrimoine.art

The third stage of the exhibition will take place in the south of France, in a contemporary art 
centre, Le Réservoir.

hanging project
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upComiNg exhibitioNs : marC miNjauw gallery, brussels

Marc Minjauw Gallery, Brussels
Yves Ullens, LikeAPainting
1 – 24 october 2021
Opening Thursday 30 September from 5:30 pm to 9 pm
https://www.mmgallery.be 

My new LikeAPainting series was shown for the first time in Belgium at Rasson Art Gallery in Knokke. The 
exhibition was very successful as can be seen in the article in Point de Vue (see next page). In October, 
this series will be unveiled for the first time in Brussels at Marc Minjauw Gallery with a new selection of 
prints on canvas and on paper.

It is in 2019 that I started painting in acrylics on paper and on canvas. First and foremost a photographer, 
I then decided to photograph my painted works and found that they generate interesting abstract 
images in terms of their composition, strength and color balance. My paintings then become «Matrices» 
designed to give rise to photographic works united under the name LikeAPainting because they come as 
close as possible to the painting, creating a sought-after visual confusion

I will be present on site the evening of the opening, Thursday, September 30, in order to present to you 
and sign my book dedicated to my new LikeAPainting series.
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iN the press : artiCle « traqueur de lumières » by olivier josse aNd photographs by CoNstaNCe le hardÿ de beaulieu iN 
poiNt de vue, 1st september 2021, pages 80 aNd 81
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upComiNg fairs

Affordable Art Fair, Brussels
22 – 26 september 2021
Opening Wednesday 22 September from 6 pm
https://affordableartfair.com/fairs/brussels/

I have produced some works on light boxes in collaboration with Valérie Hannecart-Derom from the 
Gleam Gallery (stand E2), at affordable prices. I wanted to make some of my photographs (Ready to Wear 
series) accessible on an original medium for a wider audience. Six prints have been selected by the gal-
lery, one of them will be exhibited on the stand of the Affordable Art Fair in Brussels. This light box mea-
sures 120 x 180 cm.
https://gleam.gallery/portfolio/yves-ullens/

BAS – Brussels Art Square
Sablon area
Artimo Gallery- Lebeau street 55, Brussels
24 – 26 September 2021
Opening Thursday 23 september from 3 pm to 10 pm
https://www.brusselsartsquare.com

Every year for over 15 years, Brussels Art Square has been one of the most important cultural events in 
downtown Brussels. With 2 editions per year, in March and September, this event takes place in the em-
blematic district of Sablon, where many art galleries are located.
My works will be presented in a magnificent historic house of character classified among a collection of 
marble sculptures assembled by the Van Cauwenbergh family, of which Georges is the current director of 
the Artimo gallery and the dynamic president of the BAS. An interesting dialogue between contemporary 
and classical art!
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eveNt

New Perspective through photography – 25 years of the Helsinki School, 
Taidehalli Kunsthalle Helsinki
11 September – 31 October 2021

This year, I was invited to the exhibition New Perspective through photo-
graphy - 25 years of the Helsinki School (organized by Asia Zak-Persons), 
for the anniversary of the Helsinki School, an internationally recognized 
photography school that celebrates its 25 years. This school has supported 
six generations of artists and has established itself internationally both in 
museums and in the art market. Over all these years, Timothy Persons has 
supported these generations of artists through numerous exhibitions and 
publications.
During this stay, I was able to meet major artists to talk about my move-
ment project, which will be fully unveiled in 2022.
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works iN situ

My works are very often collected by private individuals, but they also take their places in private 
institutions for which I can carry out specific orders according to their requests and inspirations. This 
was the case for the custom-made work Triple Harmony in 2014 for the RTL board of directors meeting 
room. This original work consists of two prints and a scrolling logo on the screensaver, in response to 
the motif of the photographs hung on either side of the screen.
These projects are always an exciting challenge to take up, do not hesitate to send me your proposals 
for specific in situ requests.

Les Mêmes Recettes chez RTL in La Libre Belgique n°237, Year 138, 25-08-2021, p39
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a major projeCt iN 2022 !

As announced in the interview published in my book LikeAPainting, I want 
to found a new international artistic movement that brings together pho-
tographers who have a common work around abstract photography and 
painting. Because I realized that a number of photographic artists, confir-
med or emerging, clearly defied the boundaries between photography 
and painting. An approach close to mine for many years.

After this observation, I wanted to bring together artists who could claim 
this common approach to defend it together and disseminate it as best 
as possible to cultural institutions through exhibitions and publications. 
Artists are often isolated in their studios, especially in the current context, 
and they may have little or no awareness of the work of other artists who 
have the same approach as them. Each artist is of course different, but 
the diversity of their works gathered together could be a richness and 
have a greater impact through this new movement

Major Announcement video : https://www.traqueurdelumieres.com/latest-news.html#coloroflight_video_announcement

Matrix 05.04, Brussels (Belgium), 2020


